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The illuminated rocker dimmer switches designed for
Rank Strand memory controls.
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installation of six channels to be built up progres
sively to twelve and then eighteen as funds permit.
Other portable dimmer equipments on a more sub
stantial scale can be supplied, one being shown on
the opposite page.
The JP (Junior Preset) series provides, in con
junction with standard JTM racks of 10 or 20
channels, two preset desk or wall-mounting con
trols and three preset floor-mounting units which
can be used standing or seated (page 12).
For over 40 channels the System SP (Standard
Preset) is commonly used. Two forms are made, one
shallow for wall or existing desk top, the other as a
floor-standing console. A row of three position
switches along the top allows grouping to an
A master or a B master so there are two master
faders per preset and the need to preset a complete
row of levers to affect the lighting of only part of
the stage is avoided.
For 80 or 100 channels a new model known as the
Threeset has been introduced in which a separate
set of three position group switches is provided to
each preset in conjunction with three master faders,
making nine in all.
In these ways more and more dimmer channels are
brought under effective control of the operator. As
the number of channels increases it is convenient
to integrate both grouping and intensity regulating
functions in one unit. For this purpose the unique
Rank Strand luminous dimmer unit is used. Two
colour internal illumination of the dimmer scale and
the micro-switch operated by it open up a host of
control facilities without any need of extra space.
Systems LP, Lightset and MGP all make use of this
form of lever—this last in conjunction with multiple
group memory.
Rank Strand instant dimmer memory in which the
complete stage lighting picture is recorded for
subsequent repeat is also available and in one case
uses the luminous lever and in the other the rocker
channel control illustrated above. A number of
such Rank Strand controls are installed in various

parts of the world and provide advanced facilities
impossible to summarise in a general introduction
such as this. All systems of control are the subject
of data sheets and other literature which can be
supplied against specific enquiries.

THYRISTOR DIMMERS

All the lighting controls illustrated in the next four
pages are used in conjunction with Rank Strand
Thyristor dimmers. As is generally known the A.C.
supply alternates above (positive) and below
(negative) zero making a complete cycle fifty times
each second. This complete cycle when averaged
out gives the full supply voltage for which lamps
and other electrical equipment are designed. When
a pair of thyristors is inserted back to back in the
circuit one of them can conduct for the positive half
cycle and the other for the negative half, in which
case the results add together as full supply voltage
once more. However, when a control signal is
applied to a third contact on each thyristor it
passes less and less of its half cycle. In consequence
the output voltage averages less and less until
stopped off completely. It follows that any lamps
fed can be given their full voltage or starved of it until
they are extinguished. The Thyristor dimmer is not
load dependent like earlier dimmers. If set to pass
only that part of the A.C. cycle which represents
half light (80% full volts) then it will make no
difference within the stated maximum capacity of
the dimmer how many or how few lamps are in
circuit, each will be at half light.
The effect of chopping the waveform makes for
great technical efficiency and heat losses are
negligible compared to older forms of dimmer but it
creates a pulsing current which may radiate inter
ference to be picked up by sound equipment and
which, especially at low intensity levels, may cause
actual noise at the lamp filaments. This undesirable
side-effect is overcome by a substantial filter net
work which is an essential part of all Rank Strand
Thyristor dimmers.

The luminous dimmer lever exclusive to Rank Strand
control systems.
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